
Denham v Hurley 27th July 2019 Played at Denham 

 

Innings of Denham 

 Name How Out Bowler Runs 

1 Adnan Mian ct Oliver Dawkins b  Josh Cole 32 

2 Ricky Butt  ct Josh Cole b  Amaan Mahmood 1 

3 Raunak Patel ct Josh Cole b  Raheem Dad 46 

4 Ansuman Swain 

 b  Raheem Dad 22 

5 Arun Singh ct Kelvin Baillie b  Phil Ridgeway 6 

6 Inderjeet Gahunia* ct Oliver Dawkins b  Hassan Gul 22 

7 Taimur Sadiq not out  46 

8 Vihaan Weerasinge not out  15 

9 Ikki Shokat† did not bat   

10 Danny Dawson did not bat   

11 Venura Weerasinge did not bat   

Extras       b (3), lb (4), w (6), nb (2) 15 

Total 205 

Wickets  6 

Overs  39 

 

 Bowler Overs Maidens Runs Wickets 

1 Oliver Dawkins 4 0 16 0 

2 Amaan Mahmood 7 1 18 1 

3 Kelvin Baillie 3 0 24 0 

4 Josh Cole 5 0 36 1 

5 Christopher Dawkins 3 0 16 0 

6 Phil Ridgeway 7 1 35 1 

7 Raheem Dad 6 1 24 2 

8 Hassan Gul 4 0 29 1 
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Innings of Hurley 

 Name How Out Bowler Runs 

1 Kelvin Baillie ct Ricky Butt b  Inderjeet Gahunia 50 

2 Raheem Dad st Ikki Shokat b  Danny Dawson 2 

3 Oliver Dawkins ct Danny Dawson b  Vihaan Weerasinge 36 

4 Yasir Gul lbw b  Vihaan Weerasinge 1 

5 Christopher Dawkins ct Taimur Sadiq b Taimur Sadiq 25 

6 Greg Double not out  45 

7 Phil Ridgeway not out  7 

8 Josh Cole* did not bat   

9 Mike Cole† did not bat   

10 Amaan Mahmood did not bat   

11 Hassan Gul did not bat   

Extras       b (10), lb (3), w (8), pr (5) 26 

Total 192 

Wickets  5 

Overs  35 

 

 Bowler Overs Maidens Runs Wickets 

1 Danny Dawson 8 0 47 1 

2 Raunak Patel 4 0 24 0 

3 Inderjeet Gahunia 9 0 42 1 

4 Vihaan Weerasinge 9 2 25 2 

5 Adnan Mian 2 0 14 0 

6 Taimur Sadiq 2 0 19 1 

7 Arun Singh 1 0 3 0 

 

Result: Match Drawn 

Hurley travelled to Denham for the sixth away match of the league season requiring a win to 

resurrect their poor campaign.  The phrase ‘one small step for Greg Double, one giant leap 

for Hurley Cricket’ had to be put on hold as the visitors finished frustratingly short in their run 

chase in a match in which sixteen overs were lost before play got underway.  There was no 

scheduled 2nd XI fixture, so Hurley fielded a much-changed team once again. 

 

Hurley arrived at the Cheapside Lane ground to find that the pre-match wicket preparations 

had been held up by the heavy overnight rain, the mid-week heatwave already a distant 

memory.  Greg helped pass the time by recalling his tortuous journey to the ground via train, 
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foot and taxi.  A seventy-four over contest got underway at 2pm.  Captain Josh Cole invited 

the hosts to bat, and Ollie Dawkins opened the bowling from the far end.  Anaan Mahmood 

had Ricky Butt caught by Josh at mid-on in the sixth over with the score on sixteen.  Opener 

Adnan Mian and number three Raunak Patil added sixty-two for the second wicket until Ollie 

caught the former in the deep off Josh.  Raheem Dad came on at the far end in the twenty-

third over and had Patil caught by Josh when four short of his half-century, and bowled 

Ansuman Swain three balls later.  Phil Ridgeway bowled from the near end and had Arun 

Singh caught by Kelvin Baillie on the off-side in his fourth over.  Hassan Gul dismissed Denham 

captain Inderjeet Gahunia thanks to another catch by Ollie.  After twenty-five overs Denham 

were in a spot of bother at 109 for four, but an unbeaten partnership of fifty-six for the 

seventh wicket between Taimoor Sadiq and Vihaan Weerasinghe lifted the hosts past the two-

hundred mark by the close of their innings. 

 

 

In reply, Danny Dawson opened the bowling for Denham with the old ball from the far end.  

Hurley started their innings with five penalty runs after a running infringement in the Denham 

innings.  Dad was stumped in the fifth over with the score on twenty-three.  Baillie and Ollie 

added seventy-four for the second wicket in nine overs until the latter fell to a catch.  Baillie 

was fourth out with the score on 113 having just completed another half-century.  Baillie’s 

departure brought Double to the crease, and he and Chris Dawkins added fifty-eight for the 

fifth wicket until Chris fell caught-and-bowled to Vihaan.  Double and Ridgeway played out 

the remainder of the Hurley innings, with the hosts deferring the taking of the new ball until 

the thirty-first over.  The highlights from the Denham standpoint were Gahunia and Vihaan, 

who bowled in tandem for fifteen overs in the middle of the Hurley innings, took three of the 

five wickets to fall, and conceded only fifty-four runs during this period.  With seven overs to 

go, Hurley still needed seventy-nine to win, so they did well to get as close to victory as they 

did. 

 

There were more runs for Baillie, Double and the Dawkins boys, and successes in the field for 

Dad, Mahmood, Hassan, Josh and Ollie.  However, the inconclusive result, the weather and 

my vantage point outside the ropes led to the perception that this was a match with few 

highlights.  The teams were well matched and Hurley were generally ahead of Denham’s rate 

of scoring, but there were a couple of lapses in the field, and the advantage of four additional 

overs is magnified in shorter matches (although of course Hurley would have taken this into 

account having won the toss).  Next up is a difficult trip to Downley. 

 

 


